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ABSTRACT
Parenthood can increase the risk for mental health concerns, especially for Latina
mothers. Poor maternal mental health can result in significant negative maternal and child
outcomes, particularly if a mother’s mental health needs go unmet. In an attempt to better
understand the factors that impact Latina mother’s mental health, this study explored the
relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and mental health. It also
explored mother’s self-reported resource availability and sociocultural factors as potential
modifiable points of interventions in these relations.
Methods: The study was conducted using data from 132 Latina mothers that participated
in a larger project examining stress and family factors among Early Head Start (EHS)
families. Mental health was assessed via the CES-D and the GAD-7. Parenting stress was
measured with the use of the PSI-SF while parental self-efficacy was assessed with the
PSOC. Composite variables were created reflecting self-reported resource availability.
Sociocultural factor information was collected from the VIA and study specific
questionnaires. Regression models were used to explore the relations of interest.
Results: Approximately 30.20% of mothers met criteria for at least one clinically
significant symptoms, indicating that Latina mothers in this sample were at an increased
risk for these mental health concerns than the general population (10-20%). Greater
ii

parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child was
significantly related to increased maternal mental health risk. Parenting stress related to a
mother’s perception of how difficult her child is to care for was also significantly related
to an increased probability that the mother would experience clinically significant anxiety
symptoms. Parental self-efficacy was not, however, found to be significantly related to
maternal mental health. Analyses into maternal resources as potential risk and/or
resilience mechanisms revealed that mothers with higher self-reported material resources
were at an decreased risk for diminished maternal mental health. Self-reported
psychosocial resources, however, were not related to maternal mental health. Lastly,
mothers with perceived upward mobility following immigration, those with a greater
language preference for Spanish, and those with lower acculturation levels were at a
decreased risk for negative mental health outcomes.
Conclusions: Results of this study demonstrated that motherhood-related factors may
negatively impact Latina mothers’ mental health, and that self-reported material
resources and sociocultural factors may influence risk in these relations. In doing so, the
current study yielded important information that is necessary for informing healthcare
best practices, identifying modifiable targets for future interventions, and improving
health outcomes for Latinx families.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Though parenthood can provide many benefits to an adult, these benefits can
often be overshadowed by the demands and stressors associated with parenting. This is
particularly true for parents of young children as caregiving demands are at their highest
when children are young. Over time, these demands, and stressors can result in negative
impacts on the parent’s psychological well-being and lead to an increased risk of parental
mental health concerns (McLanahan & Adams, 1987; Umberson, Pudrovska, & Reczek,
2010; Umberson & Gove, 1989; Evenson & Simon, 2005; Nomaguchi, 2012). Given that
mothers traditionally assume many of the caregiving responsibilities, mothers may be at
an especially elevated risk for negative mental health outcomes. Indeed, current estimates
suggest that between 10-20% of mothers have at least one mental health concern, with
the most common being anxiety and depression (Department of Mental Health &
Substance Use, 2008).
Latina mothers, in particular, are at an increased risk for mental health concerns
as traditional Latinx cultural values (e.g., familismo, machismo, and marianismo) and
gender roles place significant emphasis on women assuming the role of primary, and
often sole, caregiver of the family’s children (Durand, 2011; Mendez-Luck & Anthony,
2016). Combining this with the fact that Latinas are more likely to experience multiple
adversities (e.g., financial, relationship, acculturative, educational), are more likely to be
1

diagnosed with an anxiety or depressive disorder, and are less likely to seek mental health
services than their non-Latina counterparts, Latina mothers of young children are
particularly vulnerable to the negative impacts of parenting on maternal mental health
(Chaudron et al., 2004 Rich-Edwards et. al., 2006; Ertle, Rich-Edwards, & Koenan,
2011). Importantly, maternal mental health concerns, especially if left untreated, are a
well-established risk factor for several negative child outcomes including emotional and
behavioral problems, impaired cognitive functioning, and developmental delays
(Manning & Gregoire, 2008; Minkovitz et. al, 2005; Surkan, Kennedy, Hurley & Black,
2011). Maternal mental health concerns also have significant negative impacts on the
mother’s physical health, work abilities, and relationships (McLean, Asnaani, Litz, &
Hofman, 2011; Lepine & Briley, 2011). As such, understanding the impact of the
stressors associated with motherhood on the psychological well-being of Latina mothers
of young children is important for improving both mother and child outcomes in this
highly vulnerable population. This is of upmost importance given that Latinx make up a
large and growing segment of the United States population.
One mechanism by which motherhood might influence maternal mental health is
through a mother’s appraisal of her parenting experience. A closer examination of two
key parenting constructs capturing this appraisal - parenting stress and parental selfefficacy – is useful for further elucidating the relation between motherhood-related
stressors and maternal mental health. Parenting stress is defined as the subjective feeling
that results from the discrepancy between the perceived demands of parenting and the
perceived ability to cope with those demands (Abidin, 1995). Relatedly, parental self2

efficacy is a parent’s belief in their abilities to positively influence their child’s
development (Coleman & Karraker, 2000). Though closely related, these two distinct
constructs have been shown to uniquely influence a variety of parent and child outcomes
(Streisand, Swift, Wickmarck, Chen, & Holmes, 2005; Jones & Prinz, 2005). While
existing research has yielded a foundational understanding of the relations among
parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal mental health, additional research is
needed to inform health care best practices and to identify modifiable targets for future
interventions. Such work will ultimately aid in the promotion of health and the reduction
of health disparities among the Latinx families.
Maternal Mental Health
As previously mentioned, maternal anxiety and depression is common with an
alarming number of mothers experiencing clinically significant symptoms and an even
larger number experiencing subthreshold symptoms (Nicholson, Biebel, & Katz-Leavy,
2004). Of the aforementioned mental health concerns, more is known about maternal
depression and its impact on child and maternal well-being. Robust evidence has linked
maternal depression to several negative child outcomes and has highlighted the lasting
impact of these effects on later development (National Research Council & Institute of
Medicine Committee, 2009). For instance, cognitive deficits are more common in
children of mothers with maternal depression. Longitudinal studies have found these
cognitive deficits to be long lasting as children of mothers experiencing depression are
more likely to have lower IQs and attentional difficulties into adolescence than children
of mothers without depression (Hay, Pawlby, Asten, Mills & Kumar, 2001). Similarly,
3

maternal depression has been associated with a variety of negative impacts on the mother
including poorer physical health, increased absenteeism from work, increased mortality
risk, and a greater number of disrupted relationships (Lepine & Briley, 2011). Several
parenting related factors (e.g., low parental satisfaction, younger age of child, lower
partner support in fulfilling caregiving responsibilities) are also associated with an
increased risk for maternal depression (Nomaguchi, 2012; Umberson & Gove, 1989;
Evenson & Simon, 2005; National Research Council & Institute of Medicine Committee,
2009). This research provides additional support for the relation between motherhoodrelated stressors and maternal depression and emphasizes this relation as a potential
pathway leading to negative child and maternal outcomes.
Though less studied than maternal depression, maternal anxiety is also a
burdensome illness that is common among mothers and is associated with negative child
outcomes including behavioral problems, developmental delays, and an increased
incidence rate of child psychopathology (Glasheen, Richardson, & Fabio, 2009; Mughal
et. al., 2018). Like depression, maternal anxiety is also associated with several negative
impacts on the mother. These include poor physical health, increased use of emergency
medical services, and more absenteeism from work (McLean et al., 2011). However,
unlike maternal depression, less is known about the way in which parenting influences
maternal anxiety. The limited research in this area supports the notion that parenting is
related to an increased risk for maternal anxiety; however, a deeper understanding of this
relation is warranted in light of research suggesting that anxiety may precede depression
and may then influence child outcomes well before maternal depression (Prino et al.,
4

2016; Keeton, Perry-Jenkins, & Sayer, 2008; Heron, O’Conner, Evans, Golding &
Glover, 2004; Lamers et al., 2011).
As previously mentioned, additional research exploring the impact of
motherhood-related stressors on maternal mental health is especially needed for Latina
mothers of young children as they are more likely to be diagnosed with an anxiety and
depressive disorder, and less likely to receive mental health services. Stigma of mental
illness and the pervasive valuation of self-reliance are two factors that have been
proposed as contributing to this unmet need (Lara-Cinisomo, Wisner, Burns, & ChavesGnecco, 2014). As such, the identification of modifiable but less stigmatized targets may
be a pathway for increasing mental health service utilization and reducing health
disparities in this population.
Parental Self-Efficacy
A key parenting construct relevant for the study of the relation between parenting
and maternal mental health is parental self-efficacy. Indeed, lower parental self-efficacy
has been repeatedly associated with an increased likelihood of both anxiety and
depressive symptoms in mothers (Coleman & Karraker, 2003; Le & Lambert, 2008;
Kohloff & Barnett, 2013; Razurel, Kaisser, Antonietti, Epiney & Sellenet, 2017;
Seymour, Giallo, Cooklin & Dunning, 2014). This work provides support for the idea
that parenting, and more specifically a mother’s appraisal of the parenting experience,
influences maternal mental health. In light of preliminary research suggesting that
parenting related factors might have different impacts on maternal anxiety and maternal
5

depression, additional work is needed to explore how parental self-efficacy might confer
risk differently for maternal depression than for maternal anxiety (Seymour et al., 2014).
In addition to maternal mental health, parental self-efficacy is also related to other
parenting related constructs. For example, greater parental self-efficacy is linked to
greater satisfaction in the parenting role whereas lower parental self-efficacy has been
associated with feeling overwhelmed by the parenting role (Coleman & Karraker, 2003;
Jones & Prinz, 2005; Nomaguchi, 2012). This suggests that parental self-efficacy may
work in combination with other parenting constructs to influence maternal mental health.
Indeed, initial research has demonstrated that, together, other parenting constructs (e.g.,
parental agency, parental guilt) and parental self-efficacy influence maternal depression
(Kuhn & Carter, 2006). More research is needed to not only confirm these findings, but
to extend their application to maternal anxiety.
Unfortunately, however, much of the existing parental self-efficacy research has
been conducted with non-Latina mothers, thus limiting our understanding of parental
self-efficacy and its impact on Latina mothers’ mental health. The limited research that
has explored parental self-efficacy among Latina mothers has confirmed the relation
between parental self-efficacy and depressive symptoms such that lower parental selfefficacy is associated with greater depressive symptoms (Le & Lambert, 2008). Such
work has also confirmed that interventions targeting parental self-efficacy are successful
in reducing maternal depressive symptoms (Piedra, Byoun, Guardini, & Cintron, 2001).
Thus, differences in parental self-efficacy may be one mechanism by which maternal
mental health risk is increased in Latina mothers of young children. However, limited
6

research exploring this with this population precludes advances in our understanding of
this possible relation.
Parenting Stress
Another relevant parenting construct important for understanding the connection
between motherhood-related stressors and maternal mental health is parenting stress.
Similar to parental self-efficacy, parenting stress is associated with an increased risk of
maternal anxiety and depression and has been shown to lead to maternal mental health
improvements when targeted via intervention (Huang, Costeines, Kaufman, & Ayala,
2014; Malik et al, 2007; Williford, Calkins & Keane, 2006; Sakkalou, Sakki, O’Reilly,
Salt & Dale, 2018; Singer, Ethridge, & Aldana, 2007). Research has confirmed the
relation between parenting stress and maternal mental health among Latina mothers, and
has emphasized that Latina mothers are at an increased risk for both mental health
concerns and experiencing high levels of parenting stress (Huang et al., 2014; Nam,
Wikoff, & Sherraden, 2015; Raphael, Zhang, Liu, & Giardino, 2010). Importantly,
however, parenting stress is differentially related to maternal anxiety and depression.
More specifically, recent research has demonstrated that maternal anxiety fully mediates
the relation between parenting stress and negative child outcomes while maternal
depression only partially mediates this relation (McCloskey & Pei, 2019). As such,
parenting stress appears to be an important parenting construct that not only influences
maternal mental health but may do so differently depending on the type of mental health
concern.
7

Furthermore, perhaps not surprisingly, parental self-efficacy and parenting stress
are strongly related such that lower parental self-efficacy is linked to greater parenting
stress (Raikes & Thompson, 2005; Razurel et. al, 2017; Bloomfield & Kendall, 2012;
Streisand et. al. 2005). Taking this in combination with the research presented thus far, I
hypothesize that these two key parenting constructs may work together to ultimately
influence maternal mental health. Two relevant parenting and family stress theoretical
frameworks offer guidance on how these constructs may be broadly related. Though no
one framework has theorized the relations among each of these variables, the two
frameworks presented below include the abovementioned constructs and as such provide
key guidance for this work.
Theoretical Model 1: Abidin’s Determinants of Parenting Behavior Model
One such framework is Abidin’s (1992) Determinates of Parenting Behavior
model. Adapted from Belsky’s Determinants of Parenting model (1984), Abidin’s model
posits that parenting behaviors influence child outcomes and, thus, should be a focus of
closer examination. Two constructs that Abidin hypothesizes are particularly relevant for
understanding parenting behaviors are parental self-efficacy and parenting stress.
Specifically, Abidin hypothesizes that the influence of parental self-efficacy on parenting
behaviors is mediated by parenting stress. Existing research has generally provided
evidence for this model by supporting the hypothesized relations (e.g., parental selfefficacy influences parenting stress, parenting stress mediates the impact of other
parenting related factors on child outcomes) (Bloomfield & Kendall, 2012; Rousseau,
Grietens, Vanderfaeille, Hoppenbrouwers, Wiersman, & Van Leeuwen, 2013; Xu, Wang,
8

Ahn, & Harrington, 2015; Williford et. al., 2006). While Abidin’s model and the research
supporting it confirm the relations hypothesized based on the literature presented thus far,
it does not provide guidance as to how maternal mental health might be influenced by
parental self-efficacy and parenting stress. Further, the research supporting this model has
been primarily conducted among non-Latina mothers, and, thus, it remains unclear how
these relations might function among Latina mothers especially when taking into
consideration unique sociocultural factors impacting this population. For additional
guidance on the relation between these parenting constructs and maternal mental health,
it is necessary to turn to another theoretical model.
Theoretical Model 2: Conger et al.’s Family Stress Model
Indeed, Conger et al’s (1992) Family Stress Model offers guidance for better
understanding parental mental health and the factors that influence it. This model
suggests that economic hardship impacts child outcomes by exerting financial pressures
on the parent. The model goes on to suggest that it is these financial pressures that result
in parental distress (i.e., depression) which in turn negatively impact the marital
relationship and their parenting behaviors. The combination of these consequences
ultimately influences child outcomes.
Conger et al.’s model has been robustly supported by existing research
(Kavanaugh, Neppl, & Melby, 2018; Rafferty, Griffin & Robokos, 2010; Simons,
Lorenz, Wu, & Conger, 2003). This research highlights the susceptibility of parental
mental health to the influence of other parent-related factors while also emphasizing the
influence of parental mental health on other downstream effects (e.g., parenting
9

behaviors, child outcomes). An additional benefit of the Family Stress Model is that it is
one of the few parenting and family theoretical models that has been applied to and tested
with both African American and Latinx families (Conger, Wallace, Sun, Simons,
McLoyd, & Brody, 2002; Conger, Song, Stockdale, Ferrer, Widaman, & Cauce, 2012).
This is not only beneficial for confirming the applicability of this model to these
populations, but also for understanding how sociocultural factors might influence these
constructs and their relations (Conger et al., 2012; Shattell, Smith, & Quinlan-Cowell,
Villalba, 2008; Hurwich-Reiss & Watamura, 2019; White, Liu, Nair & Tein, 2015).
Thus, while the Family Stress Model provides us with guidance as to how
parental factors and experiences might influence parental mental health, it is not without
limitations. First, the Family Stress Model does not incorporate a parent’s appraisal of
their parenting experience (e.g., parenting stress, parental self-efficacy) into the model
nor does it consider how such appraisals may influence the relations described. Such
consideration is important given the well-established link between these appraisals and
maternal mental health. Further, additional research is needed to continue expanding our
knowledge of the Family Stress model as it applies to Latina mothers as research with
this population remains extremely limited. Areas in need of additional inquiry include
exploring how relevant life experiences (i.e., immigration) and the parenting of children
of different developmental stages (i.e., young children) influence the constructs and
processes described in this model. Lastly, given the high prevalence of maternal anxiety
and the suggestion that maternal anxiety may precede maternal depression, the Family
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Stress model should be expanded to incorporate maternal anxiety in addition to maternal
depression.
Parental Resources Influencing Risk
In addition to providing guidance for the relations among parenting stress,
parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental health, another benefit of the aforementioned
theoretical frameworks is their focus on resource availability as potential risk or
resilience mechanisms in these relations. Indeed, Abidin’s Determinants of Parenting
Behavior model proposes that parental resources may impact the effect of parental selfefficacy and high parenting stress on parenting behaviors. Examples of resources
purported by Abidin include social support, parenting alliance, material resources, and
cognitive coping strategies (Abidin, 1992). Similarly, a modified model of Conger et al.’s
initial Family Stress Model considers parental resource availability as an important factor
that influences the degree to which economic hardship impacts the parent, the parent’s
response to that hardship, and the resultant impact on the child (Conger & Conger, 2002).
Examples of resources captured in this modified model include social support, material
resources such as those needed to fulfill basic needs, and cognitive coping resources.
Existing literature has also highlighted how parental resource availability may
impact the relation between adversity and parental mental health (Kavanaugh et al., 2018;
Rafferty et. al., 2010; Simons et. al, 2003). Research in this area has particularly
emphasized social support as a key resource that influences the risk of maternal mental
helath concerns in a variety of different populations, including Latina mothers (e.g.,
Huang et al., 2014; Xu et. al, 2018). Other potential resources that have also been
11

identified to influence this risk include a stable home environment, use of government
programs, higher income, the use dsaof active coping strategies, and the ability to pay for
resources when they are needed (Wadsworth, Rindlaub, Hurwich-Reiss, Rienks, Bianco,
& Markman, 2013; Raikes & Thompson, 2005; Rafferty et. al., 2010; Espeleta, Beasley,
Bohora, Ridings, & Silvosky, 2019).
However, the abovementioned research has chiefly explored resource availability
via objective measures (e.g., home square footage in comparison to number of people
living in the home, objective annual income, the presence/absence of a family member,
friend, or acquaintance whom you can turn to). While informative, additional research is
needed to better understand if self-reported (i.e., subjective perception of) resource
availability contributes to mental health as objective resource use/availability does. This
is particularly important in light of existing research that demonstrates that the perception
of resource availability may be more of an important predictor of a variety of outcomes,
including health, than objective resource availability (Dollahite, 1991; Hobfoll, 2001;
Brannan & Heflinger, 2001). Such work would be beneficial in understanding how
objective and subjective resource use might function as modifiable variables that could be
targeted in the development of preventative and/or intervention healthcare practices.
Sociocultural Factors
Sociocultural factors are known to influence parental self-efficacy, parenting
stress, and parental mental health, and are thus important variables to consider when
examining the relations among these constructs in Latina mothers. One sociocultural
factor shown to have an effect on these constructs is cultural orientation (i.e., the degree
12

to which a person identifies with a particular cultural). Indeed, acculturation (i.e., affinity
to mainstream culture) and enculturation (i.e., affinity to heritage culture) influence
parental self-efficacy such that greater acculturation is related to lower parental selfefficacy and greater enculturation is related to more parental self-efficacy among Latinx
parents (Ceballo & Hurd, 2008; Williams, Ayon, Marsiglia, Kiehne, & Ayers, 2017).
More acculturated Latinx parents are also at an increased risk for depressive symptoms
compared to the more enculturated Latinx parents (Grau, Castellanos, Smith, Duran,
Silberman & Wood, 2017; Espeleta et al., 2019). Another sociocultural factor influencing
parental mental health in Latinx populations is perceived social mobility following
immigration with perceived downward mobility linked to an increased likelihood of
experiencing depressive symptoms (Alcantara, Chen, & Alegria, 2014; Shattell et al.,
2009). Lastly, lower levels of English-proficiency have been associated in previous
research with lower parental self-efficacy among Latinx parents (Martinez, McClure,
Eddy, 2008; Roche, Lambert, Ghazarian, & Little, 2015).
While few studies have explored the influence of sociocultural factors on the
relations among the aforementioned constructs in Latina mothers of young children, the
research highlighted above supports the notion that sociocultural factors may serve as risk
or resilience mechanisms in Latinx families. However, such research has primarily
limited its exploration of sociocultural factors to cultural orientation (i.e., acculturation
and enculturation). Research into how additional sociocultural factors (e.g., language
proficiency, perceptions of social mobility post immigration) might influence these
relations is needed to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of sociocultural factors
13

as potential risk or resilience mechanisms. Research is also needed to understand how
sociocultural factors might function as another set of modifiable targets of intervention
that could be used to reduce the potential negative impacts of parental self-efficacy and
parenting stress on the maternal mental health of Latina mothers. Such research would be
valuable in informing and promoting the delivery of culturally sensitive interventions that
will maximize health outcomes for Latinx families.
The Current Study
In summary, while parenthood may have many benefits, it can also negatively
impact a parent’s psychological well-being due to the demands and stressors associated
with parenting. This is important as poor parental mental health not only leads to
suffering in parents but is also associated with a variety of negative child outcomes.
Mothers, particularly Latina mothers, may be at an increased risk of the negative impacts
of parenting on mental health given their traditional role in fulfilling many of the
caregiving responsibilities. In order to ultimately inform best healthcare practices and the
future development of interventions, a closer look at how modifiable, less stigmatizing
constructs associated with motherhood (e.g., parenting stress and parental self-efficacy)
may influence maternal mental health is needed. While existing research has provided a
foundation for understanding the relation between parenting (i.e., parental self-efficacy,
parenting stress) and maternal mental health, the majority of this work has been
conducted in a piecemeal fashion and without the use of a guiding theoretical framework.
Research grounded in a theoretical framework guides systematic evaluation of how these
constructs influence each other, how they exist within a broader context, and how risk in
14

these relations may be mitigated. Additionally, much of the existing research has
overlooked the influence of parenting on maternal anxiety. Given the high prevalence
rate of maternal anxiety, additional studies are needed. Lastly, research is also needed to
expand our understanding of the relation between parenting and maternal mental health
among Latina mothers with young children. Such work is timely and essential given that
the Latinx population currently makes up the largest and fast-growing minority group in
the United States, and that this population is at an increased risk for experiencing
parenting stress and mental health concerns (Nam et. al, 2015; Rich-Edwards et. al.,
2006; Vespa, Armstrong & Medina, 2018).
To that end, the present study aimed to contribute to the existing literature by
using Abidin’s (1992) and Conger and Conger’s (2002) models as guiding frameworks to
test a modified model exploring the relations between parental self-efficacy, parenting
stress, and maternal mental health in a sample of Latina mothers of young children. In
doing so, the study explored the degree to which self-reported resources and sociocultural
factors function to promote or inhibit resilience in these relations. To do this, the study
analyzed data collected as part of the Buffering Environmental Stress Together (BEST)
study. Specifically, the present study aimed to:
Aim 1: To characterize the relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress,
and maternal mental health among Latina mothers with young children.
1a) How are parental self-efficacy and parenting stress independently related to
maternal mental health risk (i.e., continuous assessment of mental health
symptoms)?
15

Hypotheses: It was expected that parental self-efficacy would be inversely related
to maternal mental health risk such that lower parental self-efficacy would be
associated with increased maternal mental health risk. On the other hand,
parenting stress would be positively related to increased maternal mental health
risk such that greater parenting stress would be associated with greater maternal
mental health risk.
1b) How are parental self-efficacy and parenting stress independently related to the
risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms (i.e., categorical
assessment of mental health symptoms)?
Hypotheses: Parental self-efficacy would be inversely related to the risk of
clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms such that lower parental
self-efficacy would be related to an elevated risk for both anxiety and depressive
symptoms. It was also expected that parental self-efficacy would be as strongly
related to the risk of clinically significant anxiety symptoms as to the risk of
clinically significant depressive symptoms. Further, it was hypothesized that
parenting stress would be positively related to an increased risk of both clinically
significant anxiety and depressive symptoms. However, based on prior research, it
was hypothesized that there would be a stronger relation between parenting stress
and the risk of clinically significant anxiety symptoms than that between
parenting stress and the risk of clinically significant depressive symptoms.
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1c) When considered together, how do parental self-efficacy and parenting stress
relate to maternal mental health risk ?
Hypotheses: It was expected that parental self-efficacy would continue to be
inversely related to maternal mental health risk while parenting stress would
continue to be positively related. The strength of these relations, however, was
expected to change.
1d) When considered together, how do parental self-efficacy and parenting stress
relate to the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms?
Hypotheses: Similarly, it was expected that the general pattern of relations among
parental self-efficacy, parenting stress and clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms would remain even when both parenting constructs are
considered simultaneously. However, the strength of these relations was expected
to change.
Aim 2: To better understand how self-reported material and psychosocial resources
moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal mental
health among Latina mothers with young children.
2a) Do self-reported psychosocial resources moderate the relations among parental
self-efficacy, parenting stress and maternal mental health risk?
Hypothesis: It was hypothesized that self-reported psychosocial resources would
moderate the inverse relation between parental self-efficacy and mental health
risk such that this relation would be weakened as psychosocial resources increase.
Similarly, it was expected that the positive relation between parenting stress and
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mental health risk would also be moderated by self-reported psychosocial
resources and that this relation would be weakened as more resources are
reported.
2b) Do self-reported psychosocial resources moderate the relations among parental
self-efficacy, parenting stress, and the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms?
Hypotheses: In line with the hypotheses stated in aim 2a, it was also expected that
self-reported psychosocial resources would moderate the relation among parental
self-efficacy, parenting stress, and the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms.
2c) Do self-reported material resources moderate the relations among parental selfefficacy, parenting stress, and mental health risk?
Hypothesis: Self-reported material resources were hypothesized to moderate the
relations among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental
health risk such that as material resources increase the negative impact of parental
self-efficacy and parenting stress on maternal mental health risk would decrease.
2d) Do self-reported material resources moderate the relations among parental selfefficacy, parenting stress, and the risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms?
Hypotheses: Similarly, it was expected that self-reported material resources would
moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and the risk
of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. Indeed, it was
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expected that as self-reported material resources increase, the negative impacts of
parental self-efficacy and parenting stress on the risk of clinically significant
anxiety and/or depressive symptoms would be weakened.
Aim 3: To better understand how sociocultural factors moderate the relations among
parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal mental health among Latina mothers
with young children.
3a) Do sociocultural factors moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy,
parenting stress and maternal mental health risk?
Hypothesis: These analyses were exploratory as there is limited research to date
exploring the influence of sociocultural factors on these relations.
3b) Do sociocultural factors moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy,
parenting stress, and the risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive
symptoms?
Hypotheses: These analyses were also exploratory given the limited research
exploring these relations.
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CHAPTER TWO: METHODS
The current study was conducted via secondary data analysis from data collected
as part a larger project exploring stress and buffering in families with young children in
Colorado. Participants were invited to participate in the study if the family was enrolled
or waitlisted for Early Head Start programming, including home visitation programming
and center-based programming. For the current study, additional inclusion criteria
included that the primary caregiver was the mother and identified as Latina. As such, the
study was conducted using data from 132 participants (65.4% of the total sample). All
questionnaires were administered in the family’s home in interview form. Interviews
were conducted in English or Spanish, included the use of standardized supports for
double negatives, and utilized a flip book to provide visual illustrations of Likert scales.
These adaptations were provided to support full participation by participants with limited
English proficiency and/or low literacy. Validated measures in Spanish were used where
available or translated using standardized translation and back-translation procedures by
bilingual team members with relevant content knowledge. Families were compensated
for their time and effort. All study procedures were approved by the University of
Denver’s Institutional Review Board.
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Measures
Parental Self Efficacy
Parental self-efficacy was assessed via the Parenting Sense of Competence Scale,
a domain general measure of parental self-efficacy (PSOC; developed by Gibaud-Wilson
& Wanderson, 1978, cited in Johnson & Mash, 1989). The study asked parents to
complete questions from the 8-item Competence subscale. This subscale asked parents to
rate their agreement with a series of statements using a 6-point Likert scale from 1 =
Strongly Disagree to 6 = Strongly Agree. Higher scores indicate greater parental selfefficacy. Examples of items include: “I meet my own personal expectations for knowing
how to care for my child”, and “I honestly believe I have all the skills necessary to be a
good mother to my child.” The Competence subscale was a particularly good fit for this
study as it is intended to capture how parents generally feel about being in the parenting
role and treats parenting self-efficacy as distinct from other forms of self-efficacy
(Coleman & Karraker, 2003; Jones & Prinz, 2005). The Spanish translation of the PSOC
has also demonstrated strong concurrent and convergent validity in a sample of Spanishspeaking Latino families (Haack, Gerdes, Schneider, & Hurtado, 2011). The Chronbach’s
alpha indicated that this measure was reliable when used in this sample (a = 0.85).
Parenting Stress
Parenting stress was assessed via scores from the 36-item Parenting Stress IndexShort Form (PSI-SF) (Abidin, 1990). The PSI requires parents to indicate their agreement
(1=Strongly Disagree – 5= Strongly Agree) with a series of statements related to how
stressed they feel from being a parent. In addition to a Total Stress score, the PSI-SF
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includes three subscales: Parental Distress (e.g., “There are quite a few things that bother
me about my life”), Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction (e.g., “My child rarely does
things for me that make me feel good”), and Difficult Child (e.g., “My child gets upset
easily over the smallest things”). Higher scores indicate greater parenting-related stress.
Given the similarity between many of the items in the Parental Distress subscale and
symptoms of anxiety/depression (e.g., “I feel alone and without friends,” “I am not as
interested in people as I used to be,” “When I got a party, I usually expect not to enjoy
myself”), only the Difficult Child and Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscales
were used in analyses. Both the English PSI-SF and Spanish PSI-SF have demonstrated
strong internal consistency and discriminant validity in low-income samples (Solis &
Abidin, 1991; Whiteside-Mansell, Ayoub, McKelvey, Faldowski, Hart, & Shears, 2007;
Barroso, Hungerford, Garcia, Graziano, & Bagner, 2016). The Chronbach’s alpha
indicated that this measure was reliable when used in this sample (Total score, a = 0.88;
Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale, a = 0.84; Difficult Child subscale, a =
0.87, N = 132 ).
Maternal Mental Health
Self-report questionnaires were used to assess the presence of anxiety and
depressive symptoms among mothers. Depressive symptoms were assessed using the
Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale (CES-D), a 20-item self-report
questionnaire measuring the frequency of depressive symptoms over the past week. Items
were rated on a 4-point Likert scale from Rarely or none at all/less than 1 day to Most or
all of the time/5-7days (Radloff, 1977). Total symptom scores indicate more depressive
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symptoms. The CES-D has a standard clinical cutoff of 16, with 16 or more depressive
symptoms demonstrating good sensitivity and specificity in predicting Major Depressive
Disorder (Vilagut, Forero, Barbaglia, & Alonso, 2016). Examples of items included in
this measure are: “I did not feel like eating, my appetite was poor,” “I felt depressed,”
and “I thought my life had been a failure.” The CES-D demonstrated acceptable
reliability when used in this sample (a = 0.70).
Anxiety symptoms were assessed using the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item
Scale (GAD-7). The GAD-7 is a self-report questionnaire measuring the presence and
severity of anxiety symptoms over the last two weeks and the resultant impairment in
functioning from these symptoms. Respondents were asked to rate their responses on a 4point Likert scale ranging from 0 = Not at all to 3 = Nearly every day. Higher scores
indicate the presence of more symptoms with scores in the 0-4 range indicating minimal
anxiety, 5-9 range indicating mild anxiety, 10-14 indicating moderate anxiety, and 15-21
indicating severe anxiety. The GAD-7 has demonstrated good sensitivity and specificity
in predicting a variety of anxiety disorders including Generalized Anxiety Disorder,
Social Anxiety, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and Panic Disorder at scores equal to or
greater than 10 (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams & Lowe, 2006). Examples of items include:
“not being able to stop or control worry” and “feeling as if something awful might
happen.” The GAD-7 was reliable when used in this sample (a = 0.86).
For the purposes of this study both overall mental health risk and the risk for
clinically significant anxiety or depressive symptoms were assessed. Maternal mental
health risk was assessed through the creation of a variable that added participant scores
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from the GAD-7 and CES-D and divided them by the sum of the possible maximum
scores from both of these measures. Thus, scores closer to 100 percent indicate greater
mental health risk. This variable is intended to capture broad symptom severity
continuously. Further, a four-level categorical variable was created to assess maternal
risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. Using the specificity
and sensitivity guidelines indicated above, mothers with a GAD-7 score of equal to or
greater than 10 were categorized as at risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms
while those with a CES-D score equal to or greater than 16 were categorized as at risk for
clinically significant depressive symptoms. Participants who do not have clinically
significant scores on either the GAD-7 or CES-D were categorized as not at risk for
clinically significant symptoms while those with clinically significant GAD-7 and CES-D
scores were categorized as at risk for clinically significant anxiety and depressive
symptoms.
Self-Reported Resource Availability
The study examined self-reported resource availability by creating two variables
intended to represent maternal material and psychosocial resource availability. Items
taken from demographic questionnaires were used in the creation of the aforementioned
composite variables.
Items from the demographic questionnaire regarding family finances were used in
the construction of the material resources variable. Example of items that were
considered in the creation of this variable included: 1) “Generally at the end of the month
do you end with…” Responses rated from 0 = not enough to make ends meet to 5 = more
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than enough money left over, 2) “My family has enough to afford the kind of home,
clothing, food, and medical care we need” Responses rated from 0 = Never to 3 =
Usually we end up with more than what we need, 3) “How often do you worry about
financial matters” Responses rated from 1 = Almost Never to 5 = Almost All The Time, 4)
“How difficult is it for you to pay your family’s bills at the end of each month” Responses
rated from 0 = No difficulty at all to 4 = Great deal of difficulty, and 5) “Does your family
have enough space” Responses are 0 = No, 1 = Yes.
Items taken from the demographic questionnaire assessing size of social support
network, use of social support networks, and barriers to accessing those social support
networks were considered in the creation of the psychosocial resource variable. These
items included: 1) Mean number of people available to provide instrumental or emotional
support, 2) “How comfortable would you be to ask advice from or share with someone if
you had a problem or concern” Responses rated from 0 = Not at all to 3 = Very much, 3)
“Do you regularly seek advice from friends of family or from others outside of your
family/friends” Responses are rated from 0 = No to 1 = Yes, and 4) The categorical
variable assessing the number of items endorsed as getting in the way of the participant
being able to regularly seek support (0 = above the mean number of barriers endorsed, 1
= below the mean number of barriers endorsed).
In the creation of these variables, items with continuous responses were converted
into z-scores to help account for differences in item scale measurement. Correlational
analyses were then run to determine significant relations between the items of interest.
Categorical and continuous responses on the significantly correlated items were
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subsequently added together to yield a continuous score for each of the resource variables
of interest. This score was then converted into a percentage score such that each
participant’s variable score was divided by that variable’s reported maximum score as
identified by descriptive statistics. Higher scores on each of these variables indicate more
of that resource availability.
Sociocultural Factors
Items assessing immigration and acculturation related domains were taken from
demographic questionnaires and considered as sociocultural factors to incorporate into
analyses. Specifically, items initially considered included: 1) Mean of items assessing
language preference in a variety of contexts (excluding work) with higher scores
indicating greater English preference, 2) Whether a mother discusses the child’s heritage
and race with them, (responses are rated from 0 = No to 1 = Yes), 3) perceived social
mobility: hope (i.e., the difference in the perception between a mother’s current social
standing and what they believed their standing would be in the United States prior to
immigrating), 4) perceived social mobility: current and prior to immigrating to the United
States (i.e., the difference in the perception of where a mother stood in their country of
origin and their perception of their current social standing, 5) a mother’s acculturation
level, and 6) a mother’s enculturation level. Due to missing data and a restricted sample
size for the item measuring a mother’s willingness to discuss heritage/race with their
child, this item was dropped from further consideration. Correlational analyses were run
to determine significant relations between the items of interest. Analyses did not reveal a
consistent correlational pattern between the aforementioned variables and, thus, a
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composite sociocultural factor variable was not created. Instead, given existing research
suggesting the importance of sociocultural factors on parenting and maternal mental
health, each of the aforementioned sociocultural factors were considered in separate
models. Of note, missing data was not significantly related to the language in which the
participant chose to complete study measures.
Data Analysis Plan
Analyses were conducted using SPSS, Version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017). Preliminary
analyses included an evaluation of descriptive statistics (e.g., means, standard deviations)
and univariate normality (e.g., skewness, kurtosis) in order to determine the need for
appropriate transformations and removal of outliers for data with non-normal
distributions. Correlational analyses were used to develop a preliminary understanding of
the relations between variables of interest (i.e., parenting stress, parental self-efficacy,
maternal mental health) and to identify possible covariates (e.g., child age, child gender,
maternal age, marital status, number of children in the household).
Hypothesized models were then tested via regression models. Specifically, the
models examining the relation among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and the risk
of maternal mental health risk utilized a multiple regression approach. For these models,
model fit was first confirmed by verifying that the overall model was statistically
significant. Once model fit was established, the R2 value was used to determine how
much of the variance in maternal mental health risk was accounted for by the parenting
constructs of interest. Standardized regression coefficients and their corresponding
statistical significance were then used to interpret individual pathway results. Simple
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slope analyses were conducted, and results were plotted to facilitate interpretation of any
significant interaction effects within these models.
Given the four-level categorical nature of the outcome variable for the models
exploring the relation among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and the risk of
clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms, a multinomial logistic
regression approach was used. For these models, model fit for the final model was
established by confirming statistical significance in the Likelihood Ratio Test and a lack
of statistical significance on the Pearson Goodness-of-Fit analyses. The effect of each of
the independent variables on the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive
symptoms was then explored and determined using the odds ratio and statistical
significance of each of the regression pathways. For multinomial models with significant
interaction effects, relevant results were converted to predicted probabilities and plotted
to facilitate the interpretation of these results.
Of note, the interpretations of pathways in all of the models in this study were
treated as exploratory associations as the data was not longitudinal and causality could
not be inferred.
Aim 1: To characterize the relation among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and
maternal mental health among Latina mothers with young children.
Separate models were constructed to test how parenting stress and parental selfefficacy relate to overall maternal mental health risk and to the risk for clinically
significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms.
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For models exploring overall maternal mental health risk, a linear regression
approach was used. Specifically, two separate simple linear regression models were
tested to examine the independent effect of parenting stress (i.e., Difficult Child subscale,
Parent-Child Dysfunctional subscale) and parental self-efficacy, respectively, on maternal
mental health risk. A multiple regression approach was used to better understand how
both parenting stress and parental self-efficacy relate to maternal mental health risk.
Further, models exploring the risk of clinically significant depressive and/or
anxiety models used a multinomial logistic regression approach. A similar procedure as
that mentioned above was used in testing these models. Specifically, two separate
multinomial logistic regression models were tested to examine the independent effect of
parenting stress (i.e., Difficult Child subscale, Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction
subscale) and parental self-efficacy, respectively, on the risk of clinically significant
anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. A second, more comprehensive multinomial
logistic regression model was also tested to better understand how both parenting stress
and parental self-efficacy related to the risk of clinically significant symptoms.
In all models, appropriate covariates as identified in the literature and by
preliminary analyses were considered. All models were also assessed for model fit as
described in the methods section above. Model coefficients and their significance were
used to determine the relation between variables of interest as previously described.
Aim 2: To better understand how self-reported material and psychosocial
resources moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and
maternal mental health among Latina mothers with young children.
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To examine the moderating influence of self-reported material and psychosocial
resources on the relation among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress and maternal
mental health two separate models – one with maternal health risk as the outcome and a
second with the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms as
outcomes- were tested. Due to sample size limitations, separate models for each of the
resource types were tested.
For each of these models, main effect models were run first. Interaction terms (i.e.,
parental self-efficacy X self-reported material resources, parental self-efficacy X selfreported psychosocial resources, parenting stress [i.e., Difficult Child, Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction subscales] X self-reported material resource availability, and
parenting stress [i.e., Difficult Child, Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscales] X
self-reported psychosocial resource availability) were then created to examine
moderation. To ease interpretation of results, all independent variables and interactions
terms included in the model were centered.
All models were also assessed for model fit as described in the methods section
above. Model coefficients and their significance were used to determine the relation
between variables of interest as previously described.
Aim 3: To better understand how sociocultural factors moderate the relations
among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal mental health among Latina
mothers with young children
To examine the moderating influence of sociocultural factors on the relation
among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress and maternal mental health, separate
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interaction terms for each of the sociocultural factors (i.e., language preference/usage in a
variety of contexts, social mobility: hope, social mobility: pre and post immigration to the
United States, acculturation, enculturation), and parental self-efficacy and parenting
stress, respectively, were created. As with previous models, the moderating influence of
each of the sociocultural factors was tested via two separate models – one with maternal
health risk as the outcome and a second with the risk of clinically significant anxiety or
depressive symptoms as outcomes. Main effects models were tested before the interaction
term models. All independent variables and interaction terms included in the model were
centered. All models were assessed for model fit, and model coefficients and their
significance were used to determine the relation between variables of interest as
previously described.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESULTS
Sample Descriptive Statistics
Mothers in the study were on average 31.36 years old (SD = 5.97) and had an
average of 2.89 children living in the home (SD = 1.25). The average age of their children
was 25.08 months old (SD = 9.68). The minority of mothers (12.30%) reported that they
were either married or living with a significant other. Approximately 74.20% of the
sample identified as foreign-born and preferred to complete study measures in Spanish.
Foreign-born mothers reported that, on average, they had lived in the United States for
18.33 years (SD = 11.31). The average annual self-reported income for mothers in the
sample was $24,728.52 (SD = $16,166.78).
Aim 1: To characterize the relation among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and
maternal mental health among Latina mothers with young children
Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Analyses
The average parental self-efficacy score was 39.85 (SD = 5.30). Average scores
on the Difficult Child and the Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscales of the
PSI-SF were 25.71 (SD = 8.62) and 18.95 (SD = 5.61), respectively. Mothers had an
average maternal mental health risk percentage of 25.01 (SD = 20.47). Approximately,
6.80% of the sample was at risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms, 9.80% were
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at risk for clinically significant depressive symptoms, and 13.60% were at risk for
clinically significant comorbid symptoms (i.e., anxiety and depressive symptoms). Taken
together, approximately 30.20% of mothers in the sample reported at least one clinically
significant mental health concern.
None of the initially hypothesized covariates were significantly related to either
maternal mental health risk or to the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms; therefore, no covariates were included in analyses. Analyses
revealed that parenting stress and parental self-efficacy were all significantly related to
maternal mental health risk (Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale: r (130) =
0.33, p £ 0.001; Difficult Child subscale: r (130) = 0.29, p = 0.01; Parental SelfEfficacy: r (130) = - 0.19, p = 0.03). Additionally, parenting stress but not parental selfefficacy was significantly related to the risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms (Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction Subscale: r (130) = 0.26, p
= 0.03; Difficult Child subscale: r (130) = 0.26, p = 0.03; Parental Self-Efficacy: r (130)
= - 0.14, p = 0.12). Not surprisingly, parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of
how difficult her child is to care for [Difficult Child subscale] and parenting stress related
to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional
Interaction subscale] were strongly correlated, r (130) = 0.62, p £ 0.001. Parenting stress
related to a mother’s perception of how difficult her child is to care for [Difficult Child
subscale] was also correlated with child age, r (130) = 0.25, p = 0.004, and parental selfefficacy, r (130) = -0.22, p = 0.01. Of note, supplemental tables providing correlations
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and descriptives statistics by clinically significant mental health symptoms groupings are
provided at the end of this document for the reader’s reference.
Aim 1a
Linear regression analyses revealed an effect of parenting stress on maternal
mental health risk, F(2, 129) = 8.99, p £ 0.001, Adjusted R2 = 0.11. Specifically, higher
levels of parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her
child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] was significantly related to
maternal mental health risk, b = 0.25, t(129) =2.41, p = 0.02, while higher levels of
parenting stress related to a mother’s perceptions of how difficult their child is to take
care of [Difficult Child subscale] was not, b = 0.13, t(129) = 1.25, p = 0.21. Parental selfefficacy also significantly predicted maternal mental health risk and explained a
significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health risk, F (1, 130) = 4.61, p
= 0.03, Adjusted R2 = 0.03. Indeed, lower parental self-efficacy was related to increased
maternal mental health risk, b = - 0.19, t(130) = - 2.15, p = 0.03.
Aim 1b
A multinomial logistic regression analysis examining the effect of parenting stress
on the risk of clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was statistically
significant, c2 (6) = 14.63, p = 0.02. The model explained 12.4% (Nagelkerke R2) of the
variance in the risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. The
majority of the cases (70.5%) were correctly classified. Specifically, higher levels of
parenting stress related to a mother’s perceptions of how difficult their child is to take
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care of [Difficult Child subscale] was associated with an increased likelihood of reporting
clinically significant anxiety symptoms, b = 0.10, OR 1.01, 95% CI 1.004 – 1.21, p =
0.04. Neither parental self-efficacy nor parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction
with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale]
were significantly related to a mother’s risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms.
Aim 1c
Approximately 12% of the variance in maternal mental health risk was explained
by a model that included both parenting stress and parental self-efficacy, F (3, 128) =
6.75, p £ 0.001. A closer look at individual regression pathways revealed that higher
levels of parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her
child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] was significantly related to an
increase in maternal mental health risk, b = 0.91, t(128) = 2.37, p = 0.02. Neither parental
self-efficacy nor parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of her child as difficult
to care for [Difficult Child subscale] was significantly related to maternal mental health
risk.
Aim 1d
Approximately 16% of the variance (Nagelkerke’s R-Square) in the risk for
clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was explained by a model
exploring the predictive value of both parenting stress and parental self-efficacy. The
model was statistically significant, c2 (9) = 18.98, p = 0.03, and 71.2% of the cases were
correctly identified. A closer look at the individual regression pathways demonstrated
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that higher levels of parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of her child being
difficult to care for [Difficult Child] was associated with an increased likelihood of
clinically significant symptoms of anxiety, b = 0.10, OR 1.10, 95% CI 1.004 – 1.22, p =
0.04. Neither parental self-efficacy nor parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction
with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale]
were related to an increased risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive
symptoms.
Aim 2: To better understand how self-reported material and psychosocial resources
moderate the relations among parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal
mental health among Latina mothers with young children
Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Analyses
Due to a large amount of missing data for the majority of the sample due to
certain study measures being introduced after initial data collection had begun, the
analyses exploring self-reported psychosocial resource availability was limited to those
who had data for all psychosocial variables of interest (N = 84). In terms of social
support, the average social support network size was 2.94 people (SD = 1.05).
Approximately 83.3% of the sample reported that they regularly sought support from
others and 35.7 % said that they felt very comfortable in seeking out this support. The
average number of barriers reported to get in the way of seeking support was 4.95 (SD =
3.03). Bivariate correlational analyses revealed that social support was significantly
related to comfort in seeking support, r (82) = 0.35, p = 0.001, and to the number of
barriers that get in the way of seeking support, r (82) = 0.24, p = 0.03. Comfort in seeking
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support was also related to the number of barriers that get in the way of seeking support, r
(82) = 0.31, p = 0.004. Regularly seeking support was significantly related to comfort in
seeking support, r (82) = 0.39, p £ 0.001, but was not related to social support or the
number of barriers that get in the way of seeking support. Because the variable capturing
regular seeking of support was not consistently associated with the other psychosocial
variables of interest, it was not included in the creation of the composite self-reported
psychosocial resources variable. The average score on the composite self-reported
psychosocial resources variable was 62.44 (SD = 20.92).
The full sample was included in analyses exploring self-reported material
resource availability. Approximately 90.20% of mothers reported that they worry about
financial matters at least once a week, 42.40% reported at least some difficulty in paying
family bills, and 9.80% reported that they do not have enough to make ends meet at the
end of the month. However, mothers, on average (M = 1.42, SD = 0.45), reported feeling
that their family sometimes or usually has enough money to afford the kind of resources
that they need. The majority of mothers (65.90%) also reported feeling as if they have the
space that they need for their family. Bivariate correlational analyses revealed that a
mother’s worries about financial matters was significantly related to her perception of the
amount of difficulty the family has in paying the bills, r (130) = 0.55, p £ 0.001), her
perception that the family has enough money to afford the resources they need, r (130) =
0.24, p = 0.006), and her perception that her family has enough remaining money at the
end of the month, r (130) = 0.40, p £ 0.001). A mother’s perceived difficulty in paying
the family bills was also related to her perception of the family’s ability to afford the
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resources they need, r (130) = 0.38, p £ 0.001) and to her perception about the amount
of money remaining at the end of the month, r (130) = 0.39, p £ 0.001). A mother’s
perception about the amount of money remaining at the end of the month was also related
to her perception of the family’s ability to afford the resources they need, r (130) = 0.39,
p £ 0.001). Although a mother’s perception about the amount of space the family has
was related to her perception of the family’s ability to afford the resources they need, r
(130) = 0.22, p = 0.01, it was not related to any of the other material resources variables
of interest. As a result, it was not included in creation of the composite self-reported
material resources variable. The average score on the self-reported material resources
composite variable was a 56.43 (SD = 19.98).
Aim 2a
A multiple regression model examining how self-reported psychosocial resources
influences the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental
health risk explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health
risk, F (7, 76) = 2.62, p = 0.02, Adjusted R2 = 0.12. More specifically, results yielded a
main effect of psychosocial resources,b = - 0.28, t (83) = - 2.51, p = 0.01, indicating that
as a mother’s psychosocial resources decreased her mental health risk increased. No other
significant findings were found.
Aim 2b
A multinomial logistic regression main effects model exploring the influence of
self-reported psychosocial resources on the relation among parenting stress, parental selfefficacy, and a mother’s risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive
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symptoms was not statistically significant, c2 (12) = 20.32, p = 0.06. The interaction
effects model was also not statistically significant, c2 (21) = 28.39, p = 0.13. As such,
individual regression pathways for both of these models were not interpreted.
Aim 2c
A multiple regression model examining how self-reported material resources
influences the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental
health risk explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health
risk, F (7, 122) = 6.39, p £ 0.001, Adjusted R2 = 0.23. Results yielded a main effect of
parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child
(Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale) indicating that higher levels of this
type of parenting stress was related to increased maternal mental health risk, b = 0.26, t
(129) = 2.58, p = 0.01. Results also demonstrated a main effect of self-reported material
resources such that as self-reported material resources decreased maternal mental health
risk increased, b = - 0.22, t (129) = - 2.51, p = 0.01. A significant interaction effect was
also found between self-reported material resources and parental self-efficacy, b = 0.20,
t(129) = 2.50, p = 0.01.This interaction effect indicated that mother’s with higher selfreported material resources were less likely to suffer the negative impacts of low parental
self-efficacy on their mental health compared to mothers with lower self-reported
material resources. Further, mothers with lower self-reported material resources were at
increased mental health risk in the context of low parental self-efficacy compared to
mothers with lower self-reported material resources with high parental self-efficacy.
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Simple slopes analyses confirmed that this difference was statistically significant
(p £ 0.001). The effect of high versus low parental self-efficacy did not impact maternal
mental health risk among mothers with higher self-reported material resources. No other
significant findings were found.
Aim 2d
The multinomial logistic regression model exploring the main effects of selfreported material resources on parenting stress, parental self-efficacy on a mother’s risk
for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was statistically significant,

c2 (12) = 24.93, p = 0.02. Approximately 20.70% of the variance (Nagelkerke’s RSquare) in the risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms were
accounted for in this model and 72.3% of the cases were correctly identified. A closer
examination of the regression pathways demonstrated a main effect in which higher
levels of parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of her child as being difficult to
care for (Difficult Child subscale) was related to an increased risk for clinically
significant anxiety symptoms, b = 0.98, OR 1.10, 95% CI 1.001 – 1.22, p = 0.05. Results
also demonstrated a main effect in which lower levels of self-reported material resources
was associated with slightly decreased risk in clinically significant comorbid symptoms,
b = 0.98, OR 0.99, 95% CI 0.97 – 0.99, p = 0.02. Conversely, the model exploring how
self-reported material resources moderated the relation between parenting stress, parental
self-efficacy, and the risk for clinically significant mental health symptoms was not
statistically significant, c2 (21) = 28.96, p = 0.12. As such, individual regression
pathways were not examined.
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Aim 3: To better understand how sociocultural factors moderate the relations among
parental self-efficacy, parenting stress, and maternal mental health among Latina
mothers with young children
Language Preference
The large majority of mothers (n = 124) had information on their language
preference across a variety of contexts. The average language preference score was 0.93
(SD = 1.17) indicating that, on average, mothers preferred to speak Spanish. Indeed, the
majority of participants (62.80%) reported that they prefer to speak Spanish all the time.
However, 49.20% of mothers reported that they prefer to consume entertainment (e.g.,
books, magazines, movies, radio, TV) that is either equally in Spanish and English or is
mostly in English. Language preference was negatively correlated to maternal nativity
status such that foreign-born status was associated with a stronger Spanish preference
than U.S. born status (r = -0.58, p < 0.001).
A multiple regression model exploring the influence of language preference on
the relations among parenting stress, parental stress, and maternal mental health
explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health risk, F (7,
116) = 3.81, p = 0.001, Adjusted R2 = 0.14. Individual pathways revealed a main effect of
parenting stress related to a mother’s perceptions about her interactions with her child
[Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale], b = 0.22, t(123) = 2.08, p = 0.04,
indicating that as this type of parenting stress increases so too does her mental health risk.
Results also revealed a significant interaction between parental self-efficacy and language
preference, b = - 0.29, t(123) = -3.31, p = 0.00. This result indicated that mothers with a
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high Spanish preference had a lower mental health risk in the context of low parental
self-efficacy compared to mothers with a high English preference. Additionally, mothers
with a high English preference were particularly sensitive to the impact of parental selfefficacy on their mental health risk. Indeed, mothers with a high English preference and
low parental self-efficacy were at more risk for poor mental health than mothers with a
high English preference and high parental self-efficacy. Simple slopes analyses
confirmed that this difference was statistically significant (p = 0.001). This same
sensitivity to the influence of parental self-efficacy on maternal mental health was not
found among mothers with a high Spanish preference.
The multinomial logistic regression model exploring the main effects influence of
language preference on the relations among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and a
mother’s risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was not
statistically significant, c2 (12) = 20.81, p = 0.05. The multinomial logistic regression
model exploring the moderating effects influence of language preference on these
variables of interest was statistically significant, c2 (21) = 35.31, p = 0.03, and accounted
for approximately 30% of the variance. Individual regression pathways revealed a
significant main effect of parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of her child as
being difficult to care for on the risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms, b = 0.13,
OR 1.13, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.27, p = 0.03. Specifically, these results indicate that greater
parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of her child as being difficult to care for
[Difficult Child subscale] was associated with an increased risk for clinically significant
anxiety symptoms. No other significant findings were found.
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Social Mobility Pre- and Post- Immigration: Hope
More than half of others in the sample (n = 98) had information about the
difference between what they hoped their social standing would be prior to immigrating
to the United States and what their social standing was once they immigrated. The
average difference score was 2.43 (SD = 2.50). Responses ranged from -5.00 to 8.00 with
negative scores indicating that a mother’s current social standing was better than what
she believed it would be prior to immigrating.
A multiple regression model exploring the influence of this difference in social
standing on the relations among parenting stress, parental stress, and maternal mental
health explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health risk, F
(7, 90) = 2.43, p = 0.03, Adjusted R2 = 0.09. A closer exploration of the individual
pathways revealed no significant main effects or interaction effects. However, the effect
of the difference in social standing on maternal mental health risk was close to reaching
significance, b = 0.18, t(97) = 1.88, p = 0.06.
Further, the multinomial logistic regression models exploring the main effects
and moderating effects of the influence of this difference in social standing on the
relations among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and a mother’s risk for clinically
significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was not statistically significant, Main
Effects Model: c2 (12) = 19.41, p = 0.09; Interaction Effects Model: c2 (21) = 24.87, p =
0.25. As such, individual regression pathways were not examined.
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Social Mobility Pre- and Post- Immigration: Country of Origin vs. United States
The large majority of mothers (n = 102) also had information about their
perceptions of their social mobility post-immigration to the United States. The average
difference in score was a 0.17 (SD = 3.10). Responses on this item ranged from -8.00 to
8.00 with negative scores indicating perceptions of upward social mobility postimmigration.
A multiple regression model exploring the influence of a mother’s perceptions of
social mobility post immigration on the relations among parenting stress, parental selfefficacy, and maternal mental health explained a significant proportion of the variance in
maternal mental health risk, F (7, 94) = 2.43 p = 0.03, Adjusted R2 = 0.09. A closer
examination of the individual pathways revealed no significant main effects or interaction
effects. However, the effect of a mother’s parenting stress related to her satisfaction with
her interactions with her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] on
maternal mental health risk was close to reaching significance, b = 0.23, t (101) = 1.94, p
= 0.06.
The main effects model exploring the influence of perceptions of social mobility
post-immigration on the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and
clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was statistically significant, c2
(12) = 25.27, p = 0.01, accounted for approximately 26% of the variance (Nagelkerke’s
R-Square), and approximately 71% of the cases were correctly identified. Closer
examination of individual regression pathways revealed that greater parenting stress
related to a mother’s perception of her child as difficult to care for was related to an
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increased risk for clinically significant anxiety, b = 0.16, OR 1.18, 95% CI 1.04 – 1.34, p
= 0.01, and depressive symptoms, b = 0.11, OR 1.11, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.23, p = 0.03
Further, approximately 32.90% of the variance (Nagelkerke’s R-Square) in the
risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was explained by the
interactions model that explored the influence of perceptions of social mobility postimmigration on the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and clinically
significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. The model was statistically significant,

c2 (21) = 22.27, p = 0.04, and 70.60% of the cases were correctly identified. A closer
examination of the regression pathways demonstrated that higher levels of parenting
stress related to a mother’s perception of her child being difficult to care for [Difficult
Child subscale] was associated with an increased likelihood of clinically significant
symptoms of anxiety, b = 0.19, OR 1.21, 95% CI 1.004 – 1.40, p = 0.01. Further, upward
social mobility post-immigration was related to related to a decreased risk for
experiencing clinically significant anxiety symptoms, b = - 0.41, OR 0.66, 95% CI 0.45 –
0.99, p = 0.04. Lastly, there was an interaction effect of perception of social mobility
post-immigration and parental self-efficacy, b = - 0.08, OR 0.93, 95% CI 0.87 – 0.99, p =
0.04. Specifically, mothers with perceived downward social mobility post-immigration
were at greater risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms in the context of high
parental self-efficacy than were mothers with perceived upward social mobility postimmigration. Mothers with perceived downward social mobility were also more sensitive
to the effects of parental self-efficacy on their mental health with them being at greater
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risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms when experiencing high parental selfefficacy than when experiencing low parental self-efficacy.
Acculturation
Almost all of the mothers in this current study (n = 131) had information about
the degree to which they identify with the mainstream culture (i.e., acculturation). The
average acculturation score was 6.33 (SD = 1.32).
A multiple regression model exploring the way in which acculturation influences
the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental health
risk explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health risk, F
(7, 123) = 3.91, p = 0.001, Adjusted R2 = 0.14. Results yielded a main effect of parenting
stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] such that higher levels of this type of parenting stress
was related to an increased risk in maternal mental health, b = 0.30, t (130) = 2.75, p =
0.007. No other significant results were found.
Further, approximately 31.40 % of the variance (Nagelkerke’s R-Square) in the
risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms was explained by a
multinomial logistic regression interactions model exploring the effect of a mother’s
acculturation level on the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and
clinically significant anxiety and/or depressive symptoms. The model was statistically
significant, c2 (21) = 36.98, p = 0.02, and 73.30% of the cases were correctly identified.
A closer examination of the regression pathways demonstrated that higher levels of
parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interaction with her child
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[Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction Subscale] was associated with an increased
likelihood of clinically significant comorbid symptoms, b = 0.14, OR 1.15, 95% CI 1.006
– 1.31, p = 0.0. There was also an interaction effect of acculturation and parenting stress
related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction Subscale], b = 0.12, OR 1.13, 95% CI 1.01 – 1.26, p = 0.03.
Specifically, mothers who self-reported higher acculturation levels were at an increased
risk for clinically significant comorbid symptoms in the context of high parenting stress
related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction Subscale] compared to mothers who self-reported lower
acculturation levels. Mothers with higher self-reported acculturation levels were also
more sensitive to the effect of this type of parenting stress on their risk for clinically
significant comorbid symptoms. This same sensitivity was not found among mothers with
lower self-reported acculturation levels.
Of note, the main effects model exploring these relations was not statistically
significant, c2 (12) = 18.36, p = 0.11. As such, individual pathways were not interpreted.
Enculturation
Almost all of the mothers (n = 131) also had information about the degree to
which they identify with their heritage culture (i.e., enculturation). The average
enculturation score was 7.56 (SD = 1.10).
A multiple regression model exploring the way in which enculturation influences
the relation among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental health
risk explained a significant proportion of the variance in maternal mental health risk, F
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(7, 123) = 3.65, p = 0.001, Adjusted R2 = 0.13. Specifically, results yielded a main effect
of parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child
[Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] such that higher levels of this type of
parenting stress was related to an increased risk in maternal mental health, b = 0.23, t
(130) = 2.07, p = 0.04. No other significant results were found.
Further, both, the main effects and interaction multinomial logistic regression
models exploring the influence of enculturation on the relations among parenting stress,
parental self-efficacy, and a mother’s risk for clinically significant anxiety and/or
depressive symptoms were not statistically significant, Main Effects: c2 (12) = 19.65 p =
0.07; Interaction Effects: c2 (21) = 24.11, p = 0.29. As a result, individual regression
pathways were not examined.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION
The current study aimed to explore the relation between motherhood-related
stressors (i.e., parenting stress and parental self-efficacy) and maternal mental health in a
sample of Latina mothers of young children. In doing so, it also aimed to identify
potential risk and/or resilience mechanisms within these relations. To that end, the
present study had the following three main aims: 1) to characterize how parenting stress
and parental-self efficacy influence maternal mental health, 2) to get a better
understanding of the influence of self-reported psychosocial and material resources in
these relations, and 3) to explore the impact of sociocultural factors on these relations.
Aim 1: Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress, and Maternal Mental Health
Descriptives statistics found that approximately 30.20% of mothers in this sample
met criteria for at least one type of clinically significant mental health symptoms. This
percentage is higher than the 10-20% that has been previously reported in the general
population, thus confirming that Latina mothers are at an increased risk for diminished
mental health outcomes compared to mothers in general (Department of Mental Health &
Substance Use, 2008). Additionally, results of this study found that motherhood related
stressors, specifically parental self-efficacy and parenting stress, were related to maternal
mental health risk; however, when these two constructs were considered within the same
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model, only parenting stress was related to maternal mental health risk. Specifically,
independently, lower levels of parental self-efficacy and higher levels of parenting stress
related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] were significantly related to maternal mental health
risk. However, in the model that considered parental self-efficacy and parenting stress
together, only parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with
her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] was related to maternal
mental health risk. These results were in partial support of the study’s hypotheses. As
expected, parental self-efficacy and parenting stress were independently related to
maternal mental health risk in the direction suspected. Yet, contrary to hypotheses, only
parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child
[Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] was related to maternal mental health
in the combined model.
The findings of the separate parental self-efficacy and parenting stress models
were generally consistent with the existing literature in their relation to maternal mental
health risk (Williford et al., 2006; Sakkalou et al., 2018; Singer et al., 2007; Seymour et
al., 2014; Le & Lambert, 2008; Kohloff & Barnett, 2013). As previously mentioned,
however, there were several unexpected results in the analyses of the separate and
comprehensive models. The first of these is that type of parenting stress mattered in the
relation between parenting stress and maternal mental health. To our knowledge, this is
the first study to explore the influence of parenting stress on maternal mental health risk
by type of parenting stress. By doing so, the present study highlights the value of a more
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nuanced approach to understanding the relation between parenting stress and maternal
mental health risk. Continued exploration of the effect of type on parenting stress on
maternal mental health is necessary for increasing the effectiveness of mental health
promotion policies and interventions for Latina mothers. Secondly, these study results
revealed a change in the relation of the parenting constructs of interest to maternal mental
health risk depending on the variables that are examined in the model. Indeed, parenting
stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her child [Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] was most related to maternal mental health risk.
These results are novel as previous research has failed to consider these parenting
constructs of interests all in one comprehensive model. They also indicate that that high
levels of this type of parenting stress are a particular risk factor for diminished mental
health among Latina mothers, even when considering other forms of parenting stress and
parental self-efficacy. Testing these relations in more a comprehensive model that
considers the effect of, both, parental self-efficacy and parenting stress, on maternal
mental health improves the ecological validity and utility of the current findings by
testing a model that more accurately represents how these relations interact in the real
world (Raikes & Thompson, 2005; Razurel et. al, 2017; Bloomfield & Kendall, 2012;
Streisand et. al. 2005).
In an attempt to better understand how parental self-efficacy and parenting stress
differentially impacts a mother’s risk for clinically significant mental symptoms and for
her risk for a particular type of symptoms, the current study explored the effect of these
parenting constructs of interest on a mother’s risk for clinically significant depressive,
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anxiety, and comorbid symptoms (i.e., anxiety and depressive symptoms). Parental selfefficacy was not significantly related to a mother’s risk for clinically significant mental
health symptoms. This was contrary to initial hypotheses which expected that parental
self-efficacy would be related to the risk for clinically significant mental health
symptoms. On the other hand, parenting stress was related to the risk for clinically
significant anxiety symptoms, but the type of parenting stress mattered once again.
Indeed, only parenting stress related to a mother’s perception of how difficult her child is
to care for (Difficult Child subscale) was significantly related to her risk for clinically
significant anxiety symptoms.
Taken together, these results highlight the utility of a more refined approach to the
exploration of the relation between parenting and maternal mental health Latina mothers.
Specifically, the study’s findings highlighted the need for and importance of additional
research into maternal anxiety. While research into the influence of parental self-efficacy
and parenting stress on maternal anxiety remains limited, the work that has been done has
highlighted that higher levels of parenting stress may be a risk factor for anxiety
symptoms (Seymour et al., 2014; McCloskey & Pei, 2019). The results of this study not
only confirmed this, but also demonstrated that this relation stands even when
considering the risk for depressive and comorbid symptoms. Given that anxiety may
precede the development of depressive symptoms, this study’s findings have important
implications for the early identification and prevention of poor mental health among
Latina mothers (Heron et al., 2004; Lamers et al., 2011). Also important for informing
these preventive efforts is the finding that parental self-efficacy was not significantly
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related to the risk of clinically significant mental health symptoms in either the separate
or comprehensive models. This was not only contrary to initial hypotheses and the
existing literature, but also to the findings from overall maternal mental health risk
(Coleman & Karraker, 2003; Kohloff & Barnett, 2013; Razurel et al., 2017). It is possible
that the difference in these results may be due to the outcome measured in these analyses.
Indeed, parental self-efficacy may be related to subthreshold mental health symptoms,
but not to the risk for clinically significant symptoms for Latina mothers. From an early
prevention and intervention perspective, this may suggest that mental health work that
addresses low parental self-efficacy early on has the potential to prevent the development
of more significant mental health symptoms among Latina mothers. Future research
should aim to explore this possibility through longitudinal, intervention studies.
Aim 2: Self-Reported Psychosocial and Material Resources as Risk/Resilience
Mechanisms
Given that the mothers in this sample are at an increased risk for negative mental
health concerns and that parenting related factors influence this increased risk, the second
aim of this study addressed how a mother’s self-reported psychosocial and material
resources might serve as risk and/or resilience mechanisms in these relations. Although it
was expected that self-reported psychosocial resources would influence these relations
such that more self-reported psychosocial resources would buffer against risk, the results
of this study did not support this hypothesis. Instead, the study’s only significant finding
was that maternal mental health risk decreased as self-reported psychosocial resources
increased.
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Extensive research has long supported the idea that individuals with greater
psychosocial resources are often less likely to experience negative outcomes when faced
with adversity than those with fewer psychosocial resources (e.g., Espelata, Beasley,
Bohora, Ridings, & Silvosky, 2019; Simons et al., 1993; Leahy-Warren, McCarthy, &
Corcoran, 2011; Haslam, Pakenham, Smith, 2006; Ostberg & Hagekull, 2000). Results
from this study did not support this existing research. Several reasons for this are
possible. One potential explanation lies in the way that the effect of self-reported
psychosocial resources was tested. This study explored the moderating effect of selfreported psychosocial resources on the influence of parenting stress and parental selfefficacy on maternal mental health risk. However, it could be that self-reported
psychosocial resources instead have a mediating effect on these relations. Previous
research has provided support for this idea by demonstrating that social support mediates
but does not moderate the effect of parental adversity on parenting outcomes (ResplerHerman, Mowder, Yasik, & Shamah, 2012; Quittner, Glueckaf, & Jackson, 1990;
Ostberg & Hagekull, 2000; Haslam et al., 2006). While testing mediation was not
possible in this study due to its cross-sectional nature, future research should further
explore this possibility. Along these same lines, the majority of the existing research has
measured psychosocial resources via social support network size. This study aimed to
explore psychosocial resources in a more comprehensive, realistic manner and, thus,
created a composite variable that measures several domains of psychosocial support.
Thus, while the method used in this study is likely to more closely represent the true
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influence of psychosocial resources on maternal health, additional research using these
methods is needed to better understand the impact of these methodological differences.
In addition to self-reported psychosocial resources, the current study also
examined the influence of self-reported material resources on the study’s relations of
interest. Results demonstrated that greater self-reported material resources and lower
levels of parenting stress related to a mother’s satisfaction with her interactions with her
child (Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale) were associated with a decreased
risk in maternal mental health. There was also a significant interaction effect such that
material resources had a particularly influence on the relation between parental selfefficacy and maternal mental health risk. Mothers with low self-reported material
resources were particularly sensitive to the effect of parental self-efficacy on maternal
mental health such that higher parental self-efficacy was associated with an decreased
mental health risk in this population. This effect was not found among mothers with
higher self-reported material resources. Further, the initial hypothesis was supported in
that lower parental self-efficacy did not increase maternal mental health risk as much for
mothers with higher self-reported material resources as it did for mothers with low selfreported material resources, thus supporting the idea that higher self-reported material
resources buffers against the negative impacts that low parental self-efficacy has on
maternal mental health.
Like with psychosocial resources, material resources have also been extensively
researched for their ability to act as protective and/or risk mechanisms influencing the
likelihood that adversity will result in negative outcomes. Indeed, economic strain and
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low socioeconomic status has been established as a risk factor for a variety of negative
maternal outcomes including maternal depression, increased parenting stress, and low
parental self-efficacy (Wadsworth et al., 2013; Simons et. al, 1993; Cutrona, Wallace, &
Wesner, 2006; Kavanaugh et al., 2018; Raikes & Thompson, 2005; Dumka, Gonzales,
Wheeler, & Milsap, 2010). The results of this study provide additional support for this
research by demonstrating that mothers with higher self-reported material resources did
not experience the same increase in mental health risk in the context of low parental selfefficacy as did mothers with lower self-reported material resources. This is especially
striking as the study sample was low-income, thus highlighting the impact that even
relatively small changes in a mother’s self-reported material resources can have on
promoting her mental health. Contextualizing this finding is important to highlight as this
finding emphasizes a potential avenue for promoting health in mothers most at-risk for
negative health outcomes. These results also add to the literature by demonstrating that
higher parental self-efficacy serves as a protective factor against increased maternal
mental health risk among mothers with lower self-reported psychosocial resources. As
such, the current study’s findings about the role of self-reported material resources not
only support the existing literature, but also contribute to the literature by building a
better understanding of potential protective factors for mothers at highest risk for
negative mental health outcomes. This information can then be used to inform
intervention planning and delivery, and improve health outcomes among high-risk, lowincome Latina mothers.
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Aim 3: Sociocultural Factors as Risk/Resilience Mechanisms
With a small number of studies exploring the effect of parenting stress and
parental self-efficacy on maternal mental health among Latina mothers, no studies have
explored how sociocultural factors might act as risk and/or resilience mechanisms within
these relations. As a result, the present study aimed to contribute to a more holistic
understanding of how these relations function among Latina mothers. Results revealed
that three sociocultural factors – language preference, perception of social mobility post
immigration, and self-reported acculturation levels – influenced the relations of interest to
this study.
Specifically, results revealed a significant interaction effect of parental selfefficacy and a mother’s language preference on her mental health risk. Mothers who
reported a high preference for Spanish were less likely to be at an increased mental health
risk in the context of low parental self-efficacy than mothers who reported a high English
preference. Additionally, mothers with a high English preference were particularly
sensitive to the effect of parental self-efficacy on their mental health risk. Analyses also
demonstrated that a significant interaction effect of a mother’s self-reported acculturation
levels and her reported parenting stress related to her satisfaction with her interactions
with her child [Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction subscale] on her risk for clinically
significant comorbid symptoms. Mothers with high self-reported acculturation levels
were particularly sensitive to the influence of this type of parenting stress on their risk for
clinically significant comorbid symptoms. They were also at an increased risk for
clinically significant comorbid symptoms in the context of high levels of this type of
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parenting stress compared to mothers with lower acculturation level who were also
experiencing high levels of this type of parenting stress.
These findings are generally in line with the body of literature that supports the
immigrant paradox and the impact of acculturation on health outcomes. Briefly, this
research has consistently demonstrated that increased acculturation is associated with
poorer health outcomes, and that later generations of immigrants are at greater risk for
these negative outcomes than more recent generations (Lara, Gamboa, Kahramanian,
Morales & Buatista, 2005; Torres, 2010; Vega & Sribney, 2010; Markides & Coreil,
1986). Studies of these relations cite an increase in risk factors (e.g., poverty, increased
exposure to discrimination, etc.) and a decrease in protective factors (e.g., Latino cultural
values regarding respect, personal achievement, and family closeness) as the reason for
the association between acculturation and poor outcomes (Marks, Ejesi, & Coll, 2014).
Considering the application of this previous work to the findings of the current study, it is
plausible that mothers who report a greater English preference (a proxy that is often used
to index acculturation) or who report higher levels of acculturation are more likely to
experience this increase in risk factors and decrease in protective factors. It is also
equally likely that the low socioeconomic status of this sample is intersecting with these
acculturation measures to yield the current findings. Indeed, it may be the case that the
effect of increased acculturation on mental health outcomes is particularly salient among
low-income mothers in part due to the fact that more acculturated mothers are more likely
to internalize the stigmatizing beliefs about poverty and low socioeconomic status that
are so prominent in mainstream beliefs. This idea is supported by research that has
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demonstrated that although individuals who are less acculturated are more likely to
experience financial hardship than those who are more acculturated, those with greater
acculturation are more likely to perceive low socioeconomic status as a bigger stressor
(Allen et al., 2014). It is likely the combination of these possibilities that can then go on
to affect a mother’s own feelings about her parenting abilities and the stress that she feels
in having to parent within these conditions. Over time, a mother’s negative perception
about her abilities to effectively parent (i.e., low parental self-efficacy, high parenting
stress) can result in poor mental health outcomes. Given the limited amount of research
on this subject, this explanation is purely speculative and additional work is needed to
better understand the mechanisms underlying the relations among sociocultural factors,
parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental health among Latina
mothers.
Results also found that a mother’s perceptions of her social mobility prior to and
following immigration to the United States was another sociocultural factor that impacted
the effect of parenting stress and parental self-efficacy on maternal mental health. Indeed,
perceived downward social mobility post-immigration was associated with an increased
risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms. There was also an interaction effect of
perceived social mobility and parental self-efficacy on a mother’s risk for clinically
significant anxiety symptoms. These results not only indicated that mothers with
perceived downward social mobility post-immigration were more sensitive to the effects
of parental self-efficacy on their risk for clinically significant anxiety symptoms, but that
they also were at greater risk than mothers with perceived upward social mobility post59

migration for clinically significant anxiety symptoms in the context of high parental selfefficacy.
Putting these results into context with the existing literature, I found extensive
research that supports my findings by demonstrating a link between perceived downward
social mobility post-immigration and poor mental health outcomes (Alcantara et al.,
2014; Shattell et al., 2009; Coleman & Karraker, 2003). However, higher levels of
parental self-efficacy have also been shown to be protective against negative maternal
mental health outcomes, and, thus, it is interesting that my study found that greater
parental self-efficacy is a risk factor for maternal mental health among those with
perceived downward social mobility post-immigration (Coleman & Karraker, 2003; Le &
Lambert, 2008; Kohloff & Barnett, 2013; Razurel et al., 2017; Seymour et al., 2014). One
possible explanation for this could be that parenting, and a mother’s perceptions of her
own parenting abilities might serve as a great source of pride for many mothers. Within
the context of perceived downward social mobility post-immigration, a mother’s
appraisal of her own abilities to parent may take on an even bigger role in her identify
formation and her sense of accomplishment. This increased importance on parenting and
a mother’s perception of her own abilities to parent may then make it more likely that
mothers with perceived downward social mobility post-immigration may experience
increased anxiety to maintain this high sense of parental self-efficacy despite the
contextual factors that are leading them to believe that their social mobility has worsened
since immigrating to the United States. Additional research into how a mother’s
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perceptions of social mobility influence the relation between parenting stress, parental
self-efficacy and maternal mental health is needed to fully understand these findings.
Limitations and Future Directions
While the present study is a necessary and important contribution for reducing
risk and promoting health in this highly vulnerable population, it is not without
limitations. One limitation is that the data collected is cross sectional and, as a result,
causality cannot be inferred. While some longitudinal data from the current study was
available, the decision to only use data from the initial time point was made to maximize
the sample size of Latina mothers and because the longitudinal data was part of a larger
intervention study. Nonetheless, the fact that causality cannot be inferred remains an
important limitation as it is possible that the relations described in this study function in a
feedback loop manner with maternal mental health ultimately influencing parental selfefficacy and parenting stress. Relatedly, because data about lifetime mental health was
not available in this dataset, the current study was unable to make statements about how a
mother’s appraisal of her parenting abilities leads to the development or exacerbation of
mental health concerns. Instead, the study was limited to an initial exploration of the
possible relations among parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, and maternal mental
health in this sample. Lastly, information about the quality of the mother’s relationship
with other adults in the home was also not available. Existing research has repeatedly
demonstrated that a mother’s relationship with the other adults in the home may buffer or
increase risk in parent and child outcomes. However, though this information was not
available, information on participant’s marital status was and was considered as a
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potential covariate in analyses. Preliminary results indicated that marital status was not
significantly related to either parenting stress, parental self-efficacy, or maternal mental
health. Thus, it is likely that had the aforementioned information been available to
incorporate into analyses, it too would not have been related to any of the constructs of
interest.
Despite these limitations, the relations explored by this study have not been
previously tested either in separate or in comprehensive models. While many future
research directions have already been proposed in this study, I would also like to
emphasize three areas that are particularly important for the continued expansion and
application of the results of this study. The first is that future research should strive to
explore these relations within a longitudinal framework. As mentioned, a longitudinal
study would not only allow for causality to be more easily inferred but it could also more
clearly guide the practical application of the findings of this research to health prevention
and intervention efforts. Further, given the current study’s findings surrounding
sociocultural factors, future research is needed to not only identify additional
sociocultural factors that may also enhance and/or buffer risk in these relations, but also
to clarify the mechanisms by which the factors identified in this study confer or reduce
risk in these relations. Doing so is important for enhancing the cultural sensitivity and
furthering the effectiveness of healthcare practices aimed at promoting well-being among
Latina mothers with young children. Lastly, future studies should aim to explore the
relations examined in this study in a sample of Latina mothers with more diverse
socioeconomic statuses. While the findings of the current study are important for
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understanding mental health risk among Latina mothers most at risk for these adverse
outcomes, additional research with Latina mothers across the socioeconomic spectrum is
needed to understand how these findings apply to the broader Latina mother population
in the United States.
Conclusions
In summary, this study demonstrated that the Latina mothers were at a higher risk
for diminished mental health outcomes, and that motherhood-related stressors,
particularly parenting stress related to their perception of how difficult their child is to
care for (Difficult Child subscale), impacts Latina mothers’ mental health risk. In doing
so, it also demonstrated that Latina mothers’ resource availability and sociocultural
factors have the potential to influence the relation between these parenting-related
stressors and her mental health, especially with regards to the way in which parental selfefficacy affects their mental health.
In establishing these findings, the current study aimed to do two things. First, it
sought to determine the relation between parenting and mental health among Latina
mothers. With previous research suggesting that motherhood-related stressors and
demands can over time result in poor parental mental health outcomes, it was important
to further explore this relation among mothers to promote their well-being and address
unmet need in this populations (Umberson et al., 2010; Evenson & Simon, 2005;
Nomaguchi, 2012). Although fathers are also susceptible to the effect of parenting on
mental health, mothers may be at an increased risk given that they traditionally assume
many of the caregiving responsibilities. Latina mothers, in particular, are at particular risk
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given that (a) traditional Latinx cultural values and gender roles heavily encourage
women to assume the primary caregiving role, (b) Latinas are more likely to experience
multiple adversity and are more likely to be diagnosed with an anxiety or depressive
disorders, and (c) are less likely to seek out mental health services than their non-Latina
counterparts in part due to cultural stigma of mental illness and a cultural emphasis on
self-reliant attitudes (Lara-Cinisomo et al., 2014; Chaudron et al., 2004 Rich-Edwards et.
al., 2006; Ertle et al., 2011). With the well-established literature demonstrating that
unmet maternal mental health need is a big risk factor for negative parent and child
outcomes, this study strived to better understand potential drivers of this unmet need
among Latina mothers.
Second, this study also sought to identify modifiable points of interventions that
can be targeted to promote resilience in the relation between parenting and mental health
among Latina mothers. Backed by previous research that demonstrates parental resource
availability as a potential buffering mechanism against adversity in these relations, the
present study explored how self-reported resource availability might buffer the negative
effects of parenting on maternal mental health among Latina mothers. It also sought to
extend this literature and improve the applicability of the study results to this population
by conducting exploratory analyses as to how sociocultural factors might also serve to
buffer some of these negative effects. In doing so, the current study focused on the
mother’s subjective perception of her resource availability in an attempt to more
accurately represent the influence of resource availability on the relation between
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parenting and maternal mental health. This work was not only novel, but also crucial for
maximizing efforts to support Latina mother’s mental health.
Taken together, little is known about Latina mother’s mental health despite their
increased vulnerability to poor mental health. This lack of knowledge places Latina
mother’s at great risk for experiencing some of the most negative consequences
associated with unmet health need. In an attempt to address this gap in the literature and
to promote well-being among Latinx families, this study focused on how parenting
impacts Latina mother’s mental health. While additional research is needed, this study
provides the foundational understanding that is needed to ultimately continue the work
needed to reduce health disparities and promote well-being for the quickly growing
United States Latinx population.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Correlations Between Maternal Mental Health Risk, Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy and
Key Demographics

a

Child age is depicted in months. b Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. c Maternal Marital Status: 0 = not
partnered, 1 = partner. d NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, 1 = U.S. born. e 0 = English, 1 = Spanish. f
Numbers depicted intended to be in the thousands. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.00
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Appendix 2
Correlations Between Maternal Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms,
Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy and Key Demographics

a

Clinically Significant Symptoms: 0 = neither clinically significant symptoms 1 = clinically significant
anxiety symptoms, 2 = clinically significant depressive symptoms 3 = clinically significant comorbid
symptoms. b Child age is depicted in months. c Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. d Maternal Marital Status:
0 = not partnered, 1 = partnered. e NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, 1 = U.S. born. f Administration
Language: 0 = English, 1 = Spanish. g Numbers depicted intended to be in the thousands.* p < 0.05, ** p <
0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Appendix 3
Correlations Between Mothers with No Clinically Significant Symptoms, Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy and Key Demographics (N = 92)

a

Child age is depicted in months. b Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. cMaternal Marital Status: 0 = not
partnered, 1 = partnered. d NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, 1 = U.S. born. e Administration Language: 0 =
English, 1 = Spanish. f Numbers depicted intended to be in the thousands.* p < 0.001
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Appendix 4
Correlations Between Mothers with Clinically Significant Anxiety Symptoms, Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy and Key Demographics (N = 9)

a

Child age is depicted in months. b Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. c NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, 1 =
U.S. born. d Administration language: 0 = English, 1 = Spanish. e Numbers depicted intended to be in the
thousands.* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.001
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Appendix 5
Correlations Between Mothers with Clinically Significant Depressive Symptoms, Parenting
Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy and Key Demographics (N = 13)

a

Child age is depicted in months. b Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. cMaternal Marital Status: 0 = not
partnered, 1 = partnered. d NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, d Administration language: 0 = English, 1 =
Spanish. f Numbers depicted intended to be in the thousands.* p < 0.05
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Appendix 6
Correlations Between Mothers with Clinically Significant Comorbid Symptoms, Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy and Key Demographics (N = 18)

a

Child age is depicted in months. b Child Sex: 0 = Male, 1 = female. cMaternal Marital Status: 0 = not
partnered, 1 = partnered. d NativityStatus: 0 = foreign born, 1 = U.S. born. e Adminstration Language: 0 =
English, 1 = Spanish. f Numbers depicted intended to be in the thousands.* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p <
0.001
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Appendix 7
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for Parenting Stress and Parental Self-Efficacy
Predicting Maternal Mental Health Risk

Note: CI = Confidence Interval for b
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Appendix 8
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Analyses for Parenting Stress Predicting Maternal
Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio.
CI = Confidence Interval for OR.
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Appendix 9
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Analyses for Parental Self-Efficacy Predicting
Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR.
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Appendix 10
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Analyses for Parental Self-Efficacy and Parenting
Stress Predicting Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or
Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR.
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Appendix 11
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Material Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and
Maternal Mental Health Risk

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 12
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Psychosocial Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and
Maternal Mental Health Risk

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 13
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Self-Reported Maternal Material Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental
Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio.
CI = Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 14
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Self-Reported Maternal Material Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental
Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 15
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Self-Reported Maternal Psychosocial Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive
Symptoms

Note:Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 16
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Self-Reported Maternal Psychosocial Resources on the Relation Among Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive
Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR.
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Appendix 17
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Language Preference on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and
Maternal Mental Health Risk (N = 124)

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 18
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Social Mobility (Hope) on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and
Maternal Mental Health Risk (N = 98)

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 19
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Social Mobility (Country of Origin) on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental SelfEfficacy, and Maternal Mental Health Risk (N = 102)

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 20
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Acculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal
Mental Health Risk (N = 131)

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 21
Results of Multiple Regression Analyses for the Moderating Influence of Self-Reported Maternal
Enculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal
Mental Health Risk (N = 131)

Note: Dependent variable is maternal mental health risk. CI = Confidence Interval for b.
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Appendix 22
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Maternal Language Preference on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental SelfEfficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 23
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Effects Analyses for the Moderating
Influence of Maternal Language Preference on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental
Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 24
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Maternal Social Mobility (Hope) on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental SelfEfficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 25
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Effects Analyses for the Moderating
Influence of Maternal Social Mobility (Hope) on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental
Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 26
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Maternal Social Mobility (Country of Origin) on the Relation Among Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive
Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. \
CI = Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 27
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Effects Analyses for the Moderating
Influence of Maternal Social Mobility (Country of Origin) on the Relation Among Parenting
Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or
Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 28
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating Influence
of Maternal Acculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental Self-Efficacy, and
Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 29
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Effects Analyses for the
Moderating Influence of Maternal Acculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress,
Parental Self-Efficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or
Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio. CI =
Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 30
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Main Effects Analyses for the Moderating
Influence of Maternal Enculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental SelfEfficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds Ratio.
CI = Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 31
Results of Logistical Multinomial Regression Interaction Effects Analyses for the Moderating
Influence of Maternal Enculturation on the Relation Among Parenting Stress, Parental SelfEfficacy, and Maternal Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms

Note: Reference group is those with no clinically significant symptoms (N = 92). OR = Odds
Ratio. CI = Confidence Interval for OR
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Appendix 32. Abidin’s Determinants of Parenting Behavior Model (1992)
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Appendix 33. Conger et. al’s Initial Family Stress Model (1992)
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Appendix 34. Conger & Conger’s Modified Family Stress Model (2002)
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Appendix 35. Aim 1 Model of Parental Self-Efficacy and Mental Health Risk
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Appendix 36. Aim 1 Model of Parenting Stress and Mental Health Risk
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Appendix 37. Aim 1 Model of Parenting Stress and Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or
Depressive Symptoms
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Appendix 38. Aim 1 Model of Parental Self-Efficacy and Clinically Significant Anxiety
and/or Depressive Symptoms
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Appendix 39. Aim 1 Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress, and Mental
Health Risk
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Appendix 40. Aim 1 Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress, and Clinically
Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms
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Appendix 41. Aim 2 Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress,
Mental Health Risk, and Self-Reported Psychosocial Resource Availability
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Appendix 42. Aim 2 Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress, Risk
of Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms, and Self-Reported
Psychosocial Resource Availability
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Appendix 43. Aim 2 Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress,
Mental Health Risk, and Self-Reported Material Resource Availability
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Appendix 44. Aim 2 Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress,
Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms, and Self-Reported Material
Resource Availability
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Appendix 45. Aim 3Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress,
Mental Health Risk, and Self-Reported Sociocultural Factors
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Appendix 46. Aim 3 Moderation Model of Parental Self-Efficacy, Parenting Stress,
Clinically Significant Anxiety and/or Depressive Symptoms, and Self-Reported
Sociocultural Factors
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Appendix 47. Results of the Interaction Effect of Parental Self Efficacy and Self-Reported
Material Resources on Maternal Mental Health Risk
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Appendix 48. Results of the Interaction Effect of Parental Self Efficacy and Language
Preference on Maternal Mental Health Risk

50
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0
Low Parental Self Efficacy High Parental Self Efficacy

Simple Slopes Results for High Spanish Preference: t = 1.32, p = 0.19
Simple Slopes Results for High English Preference: t = -3.56, p = 0.001
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Appendix 49. Results of the Interaction Effect of Parental Self Efficacy and Social
Standing Language Preference on the Risk for Clinically Significant Anxiety Symptoms
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Appendix 50. Results of the Interaction Effect of Parenting Stress Related to Parent-Child
Dysfunctional Interaction and Acculturation on the Risk for Clinically Significant
Comorbid Symptoms
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